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Science and univerSity lobbyiStS are working overtime 
this week in an attempt to protect their budgets from 
the coming cuts, which the government says it will 
announce on 24 May.

Chancellor George Osborne confirmed on 17 May 
that the first £6 billion in public spending cuts will 
be announced on Monday in advance of the full  
‘emergency budget’ that the government will intro-
duce on 22 June. 

His words have left researchers wondering where 
the axe will fall.

This first round of cuts is in line with a pre-election 
pledge from the Conservative Party, which the Liberal 
Democrats also agreed to as part of the coalition 
agreement with the Tories. The £6bn pledge, how-
ever, accounts for only 1 per cent of public spending, 
against the 10 per cent or so that experts say will be 
needed, in combination with tax increases, to balance 
the budget. 

David Willetts, incoming Conservative minister of 
state for universities and science, has already been in 
touch with science groups. He has indicated to them 
that he will ‘do his best’ to protect the science budg-
et. “There’s scope for a good outcome,” says Hilary 
Leevers, acting director of the Campaign for Science 
and Engineering. 

However, over the weekend Willetts also said that 
Labour had left behind “not so much an in-tray as a 
minefield”.

If the £6bn science budget—which includes the 
research councils and money to support research 
from the higher education funding councils—was cut 
back on a pro-rata basis, it would lose £60 million on 
Monday. The science lobby hopes the figure will be 
lower, but fears that it will be higher. Two research-
intensive areas that have been ring-fenced, however, 
are healthcare and international development.

A whole set of cherished Labour projects are now 
in Osborne’s firing line. These include the regional 
development agencies, which the Conservatives have 
long wanted to close. The RDAs were due to spend 
£1.9bn this year, about £300m of it on R&D. However, 

much of that R&D, like most RDA spending, is awarded 
by other parts of the government and would not nec-
essarily stop if the RDAs were abolished.

Capital expenditure is also facing cutbacks, 
including landmark projects such as the UK Centre 
for Medical Research and Innovation in central 
London—a £600m project backed by the Medical 
Research Council, University College London, Cancer 
Research UK and the Wellcome Trust. Labour had 
promised to invest £250m in this project.

Pharmaceutical industry leaders, meanwhile, are 
anxious about the fate of the patent box scheme, a 
pet project of former science minister Paul Drayson, 
announced in this year’s budget. The scheme offers 
tax breaks to companies that file patents in the UK. 
GlaxoSmithKline immediately pledged to invest an 
extra £500m in the UK as a direct result.

 “The concern is that it’s kept,” a spokesman for the 
Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry 
told Research Fortnight. “We do think that it was a 
useful idea and one that would help stimulate what is 
a very innovative industry and so we would want it to 
remain in there and very much hope that it isn’t some-
thing they would be looking at [to cut].”

The Technology Strategy Board, meanwhile, may 
have to drop plans to support a series of technol-
ogy and innovation centres based on Germany’s 
Fraunhofer centres. Former business secretary Peter 
Mandelson threw his weight behind the projects in 
March following a report by technology entrepreneur 
Hermann Hauser. He agreed that two or three centres 
would be supported with funding of between £5m and 
£10m per year each. 

The Conservatives, on the other 
hand, have been planning to base 
much of their  own innovation 
policy around an entirely differ-
ent review—that conducted by the 
inventor and vacuum cleaner entre-
preneur, James Dyson. 
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Selective surgery
The funding councils and research councils are unlikely to be immune 
from the spending cuts to be announced next week, or the emergency 
budget of 22 June. Labour didn’t exempt them from its so-called ‘efficien-
cy savings’ and there is no reason to suppose that the new coalition will 
do so. At the Higher Education Funding Council for England, for example, 
ministerial commitments to keep cash flowing to the universities have 
already forced a small bureaucracy to take the axe to itself. 

Loathe as the universities may be to admit it, this is not a sensible way 
of administering public funds. The research councils and funding coun-
cils are small institutions for the amount of money that they distribute. 
If they fall victim to a headline-grabbing ‘quango squeeze’ they will be 
unable to do their job of keeping a firm eye on spending.

These councils also perform important national functions. JISC (for-
merly the Joint Information Systems Committee), for example, is directly 
supported by the funding councils to help ensure that university students 
and staff get advanced information and communications technology. This 
sort of service is utterly fundamental to the higher education system, but 
investment in it is already being mercilessly squeezed. We need to change 
direction.

The current approach to cutting chimes with the lobbying of univer-
sities since the financial squeeze came into view, which has aimed to 
protect the unit of resource they receive for teaching each student. This 
funding is the largest component of the funding councils’ spending and is 
probably the most important to those mismanaged universities that now 
face a financial crisis. Hence the current policy is one that avoids difficult 
choices, which perhaps was inevitable with an election looming. 

We must now be bolder. We must prioritise what really matters, even if 
this does not maximise the core block grant that goes to each university. 
Let’s make sure, for example, that we provide state-of-the-art ICT for our 
universities. If that makes life tougher for some universities, so be it.

Over at the research councils, an analogous dynamic exists but on a 
larger scale. On the one hand there are grants for individual university 
researchers. These sit alongside the more sophisticated, interdisciplinary 
mechanisms, such as the Living with Environmental Change programme 
led by the Natural Environment Research Council.

Conservatives are, by tradition and temperament, inclined towards the 
former. But since the last Conservative government, research has become 
more collaborative in nature. The most essential, most paradigm-chang-
ing, and even some of the most-cited research is done, these days, across 
disciplinary boundaries, allying computer science with biology, physics 
with atmospheric chemistry, law with sociology.

The result is that many of the research councils’ interdisciplinary pro-
grammes are more relevant to both science and innovation than the old 
mainstay of single-discipline grants. Any Tory impulse to preserve the 
latter at the expense of the former will undermine excellence. 

Nobody ever said that freezing or cutting research funding would be 
easy. The balance of funding between different disciplines is essentially 
set by history, and cannot be recalibrated by objective criteria. The choice 
to be made is therefore not between disciplines, but between attitudes. 
The coming retrenchment must preserve recent innovations that will 
attune the UK with research’s interdisciplinary future.
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“I wouldn’t be surprised if there’s a huge 
shake-up in Iter management under him.”
A fusion scientist expects big changes at 
the Iter fusion research project if Osamu 
Motojima replaces Kaname Ikeda as director 
general. Nature, 12/5/10.

“The price of the research was multiplied 
by maybe a factor of 5 for anthrax and 
maybe a factor of 2 for Ebola.”
Elizabeth Casman, associate professor of 
engineering and public policy at Carnegie 
Mellon University, says US government rules 
intended to protect and encourage research 
involving pathogens that could be used as 
biological weapons have made that research 
much less efficient. The Scientist, 10/5/10.

“Vince Cable in the business department—
that’s an extremely important department 
in delivering structural reform to the 
British economy.”
Chancellor George Osborne says business 
secretary Vince Cable will take the lead on 
rebalancing the UK economy during the eco-
nomic recovery. Financial Times, 17/5/10.

“Our synthesis provides overwhelming 
evidence that governments have failed to 
deliver on the commitments they made 
and the target has not been met.”
Stuart Butchart, lead author of a UN report on 
biodiversity, says life on Earth is being extin-
guished as fast as ever despite a commitment 
from world leaders that this year would see a 
slowing in the rate of destruction. The Times, 
30/4/10.

“We have seen the rise of the scientist-
communicators. Now is the time to shift 
the focus and rear a generation of scien-
tist-politicians—before it is too late.”
Michael Brooks, who ran as a Science Party 
candidate in the election, wants the Royal 
Society to fund career breaks for scientists 
to give them an opportunity to gain experi-
ence of politics. New Scientist S Word blog, 
12/5/10.
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“European Southern 
Observatory membership 
would only be viable if 
substantial new funding is 
available.”
The Particle Physics and Astronomy 
Research Council’s astronomy panel says 
the cost of the UK joining the ESO is a 
major concern. Astronomers said they 
were willing to pull out of the La Palma 
telescopes to free funds.

Research Fortnight, 24 May 2000



Russell Group calls for faster student-loan repayments
The government should make graduates repay student loans more quickly to help universities, 
says the Russell Group. The elite universities’ group says raising the repayment rates from 9 per 
cent or reducing the repayment earnings threshold from £15,000 could save the government 
£3,000 per student. Russell Group universities face a deficit of more than £1 billion by 2012-13.

UCL strike abandoned
The University and College Union has cancelled a planned strike at University College London 
on 18 May, saying that its dispute with the institution is now over. The union believes that it 
has successfully defeated plans to make compulsory redundancies at UCL.

Sussex students in the firing line over cuts protests
Students at the University of Sussex say they may be expelled over their protests against cuts. 
The six were suspended after police dispersed a mass occupation of offices on 3 March to protest 
over cuts [RE 5/5/10, p18]. The vice-chancellors’ executive group is taking disciplinary action 
against them. The staff and student group Sussex Stop the Cuts says the students face charges 
on behalf of the protest movement across the university, a claim the university strongly denies. 
Academic staff from the University and College Union took strike action for the second time on 
5 May, blaming management for a hole in finances that may cause up to 200 redundancies. 

FT survey finds STEM subjects more likely to be cut
University departments specialising in science, technology, engineering and maths-related 
disciplines are particularly vulnerable to funding cuts and job losses, concludes a survey of 
more than 40 universities by the Financial Times. The FT suggests that the findings reflect the 
problems universities face keeping expensive departments running in times of economic strain.

RCUK publishes stipend figures for year ahead
Research Councils UK says the minimum it expects institutions to pay doctoral students in 2010-
11 is £13,590. Councils will pay a maximum of £3,466 towards studentship fees in 2010-11.  

New large-facilities funding model for RCUK
Research Councils UK announced a scheme to separate the funding for domestic and overseas 
research facilities on 17 May. Previously, rising international subscriptions have threatened 
domestic funding by eroding the Science and Technology Facilities Council’s overall budget. 
Work to create a new model will run until 31 March 2011, says RCUK. The first phase, to 31 
August, will establish how much the facilities need and how to balance that against the STFC’s 
other commitments. The second phase will establish ways of managing the new model. 

Academics propose direction change on global warming
The global, UN-led approach to tackling climate change has failed, says a group of 14 
international academics. The Hartwell group proposes a carbon-curbing strategy which 
will allow the global economy to move away from its dependence on fossil fuels. Recent 
controversies mean, “the legitimacy of the institutions of climate policy and science are no 
longer assured,” say the authors in a paper funded by the Japan Iron and Steel Federation, the 
Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, the Nathan Cummings Foundation in New York 
and the Fondation Hoffmann in Geneva.
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Evan Harris blames election 
loss on ‘defamatory’ campaign
Parliament’s most prominent campaigner on science 
issues, Liberal Democrat Evan Harris, has blamed his 
election defeat on a smear campaign by right-wing 
Christians and animal-rights extremists.

The Animal Protection Party and local Christians led 
by Anglican vicar Lynda Rose, distributed around 10,000 
leaflets each, attacking Harris for his support for animal 
research and supposed anti-religious views.

Harris lost by 176 votes to Conservative newcomer 
Nicola Blackwood in Oxford West and Abingdon. He 
previously held the seat with a 7,683-vote majority. But 
boundary changes added villages from David Cameron’s 
Witney constituency and switched some university areas 
to Oxford East, says Reg Little of The Oxford Times.

“We always treat the seat as marginal, it was made more 
so by boundary changes,” Harris told Research Fortnight. 
“Was the whole swing due to these leaflets? Probably not. 
Was the fraction of swing that represented the margin of 
defeat accounted for with those attacks? Yes, certainly.” 

Harris calls the leaflet from the Animal Protection 
Party “inflammatory and defamatory”. Both groups pro-
duced election leaflets in which he is called “Dr Death” 

for supporting abortion and voluntary euthanasia. The 
animal rights group also highlighted Harris’ advocacy 
of “‘Frankenstein’ hybrid human/animal embryos for 
research”; his support for “Oxford University’s secret 
animal research programmes” and criticism of homeopa-
thy. The religious group said Harris was anti life and had 
tabled amendments that would restrict religious liberty. 
Neither group produced leaflets in the 2005 campaign.

Harris fears that their success could encourage the 
groups to use the same tactics again. “I worry that some 
MPs will feel they ought not speak out on those sorts of 
issues, for fear of this stuff being directed their way.”

Harris says he plans to stand in the next election and 
has support from people in science and research. He also 
plans to meet Julian Huppert, a scientist and Lib Dem MP 
for Cambridge, to discuss ways to continue his campaigns. 

However, a letter to The Oxford Times from former 
Oxford Mail editor Eddie Duller puts Harris’ defeat down 
to protests over his expenses and “that he was not a 
good constituency MP”.

Westminster’s new scientist
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Biophysicist Julian Huppert, the newly elected Liberal 
Democrat MP for Cambridge, talks to Elizabeth Gibney 
about being hailed as Evan Harris’ successor.

What’s life like as a new MP?
It’s been an amazing experience, I’m still trying to 
understand how the House of Commons works—it is 
very much a maze, there are lots of rules no one tells you 
about until they break them. 

Now that Evan Harris is out of the Commons, you 
have been hailed as science’s next champion. How 
does that feel? 
[Evan’s defeat] was very sad. Tragic. It’s very flattering to 
be considered his successor. It’s also a bit nerve-wrack-
ing and I will just have to do the best I can for science. 
There are other MPs with science backgrounds but I 
guess I’m the most involved. 

What have you done so far?
The House of Commons hasn’t really started yet and we 
can’t really do much before we’re sworn in this week. But 
I’ve talked with the Royal Society of Chemistry and some 
other learned societies have been in touch. Obviously we 

haven’t arranged committee places yet, so I don’t know 
exactly what role I’ll have. One of my priorities will be on 
a campaign promise to look at civil liberty and human 
rights issues. 

You have previously told us you are torn between 
focusing on science policy and bringing scientific 
thinking to other government areas. Is that still 
the case? 
It is still very much a tie. I don’t want the message to 
be that scientists can only do science. But equally I 
think it’s important to do science! I hope there will be 
time to get involved in more than one area because I 
have never been a politician who’s only cared about 
one thing.

How will Liberal Democrat and Conservative science 
policies fit together within the coalition? 
I think a lot of our science policies are not areas where 
the Conservatives have any fundamental objection—it’s 
more than they haven’t engaged with them yet. So I 
would be hopeful that for some we can make the case. 
For example, on getting more women into science, I’d be 
astonished if they object.

by Elizabeth Gibney egnews@ResearchResearch.com



IPCC review begins
The InterAcademy Council began 
its investigation of the work of 
the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change on 14 May. The review, in Amsterdam, 
is the UN’s response to accusations that the panel made 
errors in its last report, in 2007, including predictions 
about the melting rate of Himalayan glaciers. IPCC 
Chairman Rajendra Pachauri was first to appear before 
the committee. His presentation can be seen online.

EU Council agrees stricter animal rules
The EU’s Council of Ministers agreed a draft direc-
tive to protect animals used for scientific purposes on 
11 May. Directive 8869/10, which replaces directive 
86/609, outlaws routine experiments with great apes. 
Pro-research campaign group Understanding Animal 
Research, the Association of Medical Research Charities 
and others have expressed concern that the law might 
create unnecessary bureaucratic burdens and drive 
research to countries where laws are less stringent.

HEFCE seeks committee members
The Higher Education Funding Council for England 
is seeking new members for its Teaching, Quality, 
and the Student Experience Committee; Leadership, 

Governance, and Management Committee; Research 
and Innovation Committee; and the Enterprise and 
Skills Committee. HEFCE aims to recruit members from 
education, business, and charities. Applications for the 
unpaid positions should be submitted by 27 May.

Newton project publishes lost papers
Four million words of Isaac Newton’s lost philosophy and 
theology work have been published online in an Arts and 
Humanities Research Council project. The AHRC says 
Newton wrote far more on religion and biblical interpre-
tation than on natural sciences and mathematics. The 
project aims to reunite this material with his scientific 
papers, diaries and accounts. Newton’s non-scientific 
papers, auctioned at Sotheby’s in 1936, are spread across 
more than 20 countries.

Imperial researchers win European grants
Four Imperial College London researchers have won 
European Research Council grants totalling 7.5 million 
euros (£6.5m) to carry out research in physics, math-
ematics, biology and engineering. They will tackle 
problems such as the consequences of environmental 
change on the population, mathematical modelling of 
fluids, algebraic geometry and developing new micro-
chips by storing data in the spin of electrons. 

Visiting any more cuts on astronomy and astrophysics 
could destroy the discipline, the newly appointed presi-
dent of the Royal Astronomical Society has warned.

Roger Davies, chairman of physics at the University of 
Oxford, succeeded Andy Fabian in the role on 14 May and 
faces the tough task of persuading a cash-strapped gov-
ernment not to cut astronomy grants and programmes.

The Conservative Liberal Democrat coalition gov-
ernment is gearing up to slash spending, Davies 
acknowledges. But the cuts made by the Science and 
Technology Facilities Council following the 2007 com-
prehensive spending review should exempt the field 
from further pain, he says.

“In 2012, there will be half as many postdoctoral 
researchers funded on astronomy grants by the STFC as 
in 2007 and that’s without any austerity cuts from the 
government,” he says. “So I think its really important for 
us to engage with the new coalition government, to get 
the  point across to them that there is something very 
valuable here, a jewel that does need a little bit of nur-
turing in order that we don’t destroy it completely.”

Davies recognises that the government faces difficult 
budget decisions but argues that it must follow former 
science minister Paul Drayson’s plans to reform the STFC.

“There’s a time of uncertainty when the government 
changes,” he says. “The two things that emerged from 
the Drayson-Sterling review  have wide support—the 
idea of funding the facilities in the STFC partly through 
some kind of subvention from the research councils that 
use the facilities, and buffering the council against large 
exchange rate variations for international subscriptions. 
Those were very welcome as both created difficulties for 
the STFC  in the last few years. We hope that those things 
can be implemented and sustained.”

Davies says that the decision to pull out of the 
Gemini and Isaac Newton groups of telescopes has left 
UK astronomers with no access to the northern sky at 
optical and infrared wavelengths. So he is adamant 
that their next big international project, the European 
Extremely Large Telescope, which would create unique 
opportunities to study the southern hemisphere, should 
not be dropped. The UK will be expected to cover around 
20 per cent of the E-ELT budget, estimated to be at least 
1 billion euros (£850 million). Davies says that pulling 
out at this stage would seriously jeopardise the UK’s 
place in international astronomy.

Astronomers warn that looming government 
spending cuts could extinguish the field
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MRC evaluation system to 
guide future strategy
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Cadbury owner brings global research hub to UK
Kraft, the international corporation that bought choco-
late maker Cadbury earlier this year, has announced 
plans to shake up the company’s R&D facilities, estab-
lishing what it is calling a “global centre of excellence” 
in Bournville, near Birmingham.

The company will move staff into the centre from Kraft 
R&D sites all over the world in a move designed to bring 
global experts in chocolate research to the Midlands site.

The Bournville centre until now conducted near-mar-
ket research, on recipes for example, for Cadbury brands 
including Dairy Milk and Creme Egg. It has a pilot plant 
where small runs of experimental products are produced.

Under the plan, it will also carry out R&D on Kraft’s 
global product range, including Milka, Toblerone and 
Côte d’Or. However, a spokesman told Research Fortnight 
that this would not mean major changes to the way well-
loved Cadbury’s chocolates are developed.

“There are differences in flavours, tastes and reci-
pes but this is about the R&D behind it and not the 
manufacture of those products,” he says. “Yes, they 
are made differently and yes, they have different 
tastes and different characteristics but that’s not to 

say that we can’t learn from each other.”
The company is cagey about the details of budgets, 

jobs and the future of Cadbury’s popular graduate sci-
ence programmes. The spokesman confirmed that there 
will be investments in the Bournville site over the next 18 
months in order to make it the hub of all Kraft’s confec-
tionary R&D, but was reluctant to call it an “expansion”.

“Because of the Kraft takeover of Cadbury there was 
obviously a large amount of concern about the future of 
Bournville—unwarranted concern but people do want 
to know,” he says. “What this now says is that the glo-
bal centre of excellence for chocolate will be Bournville. 
Whereas before it was the UK centre of excellence, those 
global brands will be researched in the UK.”

Kraft is also gearing up to make changes at Cadbury’s 
Reading site. It specialises in more fundamental research 
into chocolate and confectionary and conducts contract 
work for the wider food industry and the pharmaceutical 
sector. The spokesman was, however, unable to provide 
any further details.

An online reporting system developed by the Medical 
Research Council to monitor the impact of its research 
has yielded its first results. 

E-Val is an attempt to monitor a range of outcomes 
from MRC-funded research each year, including academ-
ic publication, collaboration, destination of researchers, 
public engagement and influence on public policy. 
“Other surveys have been rather narrower in scope, we’re 
talking a rather broad comprehensive review as to what 
counts as outcomes and impact,” Ian Viney, head of the 
project, told Research Fortnight.

MRC research led to the creation of 28 companies and 
24 products or medical interventions between 2006 and 
2009, the E-val study found. And 16 per cent of MRC 
researchers reported that their research was cited in 
policy documents or that they had contributed directly 
to a policy-setting process at least at national level, such 
as NICE guidance, according to a spokeswoman for the 
council. Research projects funded by the council also 
attracted an additional £556 million from private sourc-
es or funding agencies outside the UK.

The council says it will not base future funding deci-
sions on individual past performance, but the results will 
show where strategies are not working, and allow it to 

provide more funding for successful initiatives. 
“It’s important to understand, if there isn’t as fast a 

progress as we might have hoped for in an area, why that 
is—because that still might be a vital area of our portfo-
lio,” says Viney.

The council will also use the system to monitor recent-
ly introduced initiatives, such as the developmental 
pathway funding scheme or new funding for stem-cell 
research, to see if they are working as planned. The 
scheme also collates information on skills shortages and 
will allow the council to track the success of attempts to 
promote skills that investigators say are lacking. 

Introduced last November, the system requires prin-
cipal investigators to complete an online questionnaire 
once a year. More than 80 per cent of principal investi-
gators complied in 2009, says Viney, with 85 per cent 
saying they were satisfied with the process. 

Annual reporting will consist of updating data only 
and will reduce the end-of-grant reporting process. 
According to the MRC, other research councils and fund-
ing bodies in other countries are interested in adopting 
a similar system.

by Laura Hood lhnews@ResearchResearch.com
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Researchers delighted by ‘breakthrough’ 
plan to cut Framework red tape
A long-awaited European Commission proposal to cut 
red tape and bureaucracy for researchers who apply for 
Framework funding has been hailed as groundbreaking 
by researchers across Europe.

Simplifying the paperwork for the Framework pro-
grammes is as important as creating the European 
Research Council, according to scientists and policy-
makers. The debate on improving access to Framework 
money, which has dominated Europe’s research policy 
landscape for years, may finally be coming to an end, 
researchers have said.

The Commission’s proposal was published on 
29 April. At its core, it seeks to change the status of 
some researchers to grantees, as opposed to contrac-
tors. In addition, the Commission wants researchers 
spending less time on paperwork, but maintaining the 
highest standards of accountability and transparency. 
At the moment, it takes about a year to negotiate a 
Framework 7 contract.

Under the new plans, payments for certain projects 
will be made in full and not in instalments. In addition, 
researchers will be able to submit claims for expenses 
in full, and will not have to file hundreds of claims for 
individual items. Researchers will still have to show that 

project milestones—or outputs—have been met, but 
they won’t have to account for every single euro.

The Commission proposal also promises to ease the 
daunting and lengthy auditing process that Framework-
funded projects undergo, sometimes long after projects 
are finished, known as the ex-post audit. 

The changes are intended to attract more applications 
from organisations such as small businesses, said Máire 
Geoghegan-Quinn, the research commissioner.

This leaner approach has received widespread praise. 
“It is a breakthrough on the scale of the ERC,” says Jerzy 
Langer, a member of Academia Europaea, the European 
academy of sciences. “As various institutions have different 
cost systems, this flexibility and understanding will make 
the programmes much simpler and easier to deal with.”

“One can see the amount of thinking that was put 
behind this communication [from the Commission],” 
says Thomas Estermann, a senior programme manager at 
the European University Association. “Finally this issue 
is being taken seriously by all players, and it is accepted 
that some areas of the Framework programme do not 
work well and need to be addressed.”

by Inga Vesper ivnews@ResearchResearch.com
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‘Far-reaching’ R&D strategy
Máire Geoghegan-Quinn, the 
research commissioner, promised 
that the impact of her forth-

coming strategy on European research would be felt 
throughout society, not just by scientists. Speaking 
at the European Technology Platforms conference in 
Brussels on 11 May, the commissioner gave an upbeat 
assessment of the likely benefits of the proposed strategy 
on research and innovation, which she hopes to present 
to the September meeting of the European Council.

250m euros to combat global warming 
Three European development funders are to create 
a 250-million-euro fund to help combat the effects of 
global warming in poor countries. The Agence Française 
de Developpement, the European Investment Bank and 
the European Development Finance Institutions signed 
an agreement to establish the fund on 14 May. The fund 
will be available for industry-funded projects in Africa, 
the Caribbean, Asia and Latin America before the end of 
2010, the three partners said in a statement.

International EPO filings come from Europe
More than half of all international patents filed with the 
European Patent Office in 2009 were submitted from EU 

member states, the organisation’s annual facts and fig-
ures report shows. The EPO analysis found that 51 per 
cent of international filings came from Europe, 24.5 
per cent from the United States and 14.8 per cent from 
Japan. In total, the EPO received 135,000 applications 
in 2009, 40 per cent of them made directly to the office.

Green light for Earth observation satellites
Members of the European Parliament’s industry, research 
and energy committee have given the go-ahead for a 
programme to develop Earth observation satellites for 
environment monitoring and security purposes. MEPs 
approved a draft regulation to set up a legal basis for 
the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security 
programme and provide 107 million euros for initial oper-
ations in 2011-13. The regulation now needs approval 
from Parliament, which will probably happen in June.

Innovation is crucial boost to food industry
Member states must support science and innovation in 
the food industry to solve crucial supply issues, warned 
the health and consumer commissioner John Dalli. 
Speaking to a conference hosted by the European Food 
Safety Authority on 10 May, he said innovation in areas 
such as genetically modified crops, pesticides and novel 
foods could make the industry more competitive.
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The Leopoldina is the world’s oldest continuously exist-
ing academy for medicine and the natural sciences, with 
a history dating back at least 355 years. It now has  more 
than 1,300 academy members around the world. 

Like other German academies, it has played a number 
of different roles over the years. In the 17th century, it 
was a science institution, a function largely taken over by 
universities at the beginning of the 19th century. Since 
then, academies have primarily been learned societies 
and served as places for the interdisciplinary exchange of 
ideas. Members are elected on the basis of their achieve-
ments and meet regularly to discuss their academic work. 
The Leopoldina helps to foster talented young scholars, 
assess and support research quality and promote scien-
tific cooperation and interaction. 

Although the Leopoldina continues to derive its 
authoritative status from its membership, its appoint-
ment as Germany’s national academy of sciences in July 
2008 marked a major change. Since then, the academy 
has received additional funding from the federal and 
Saxony-Anhalt state governments to help it fulfil the 
task of advising both policymakers and society at large. 

Policymakers are increasingly turning to scholars for 
advice. Amid the countless possible sources of advice, 
academies have a particular strength in their ability to 
provide advice that is not only expert, authoritative and 
relevant, but is also independent of any vested interests. 

To include all German academies and academic dis-
ciplines in this advisory role, a coordinating body 
was established involving the Union of the German 
Academies of Sciences and Humanities and Acatech, the 
German Academy of Science and Engineering. The acad-
emies identify issues and set up interdisciplinary teams 
to create statements and recommendations. Also, they 
work both independently and in cooperation with other 
scientific institutions such as the German research foun-
dation the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).

Worldwide, the demands placed on scientific advisers 
are growing. Today, it is not merely a matter of providing 
information—scientific knowledge, after all, is not the 
same as scientific advice. But it is also vital to present 
facts in a transparent manner, to independently evalu-
ate them and identify options and possible solutions. A 

successful scientific adviser must utilise the processes 
of science, relying on peer review and transparent pro-
cedures, and explicitly stating any areas of uncertainty. 
It is important to highlight areas where there is no con-
sensus and propose ways of filling the gaps in knowledge 
and reduce uncertainties. Additionally, they must try to 
indicate how the position may change with time.

It is crucial for academies to remain independent 
and impartial when acting in this role and to maintain 
an ongoing dialogue with policymakers and the pub-
lic. At the Leopoldina, we set our own agenda in terms 
of issues—but in doing so, we try to anticipate future 
problems, recognise emerging issues, and draw atten-
tion to potentially controversial topics. In the same way 
as other expert groups, we can also respond to external 
requests, and our advice will then be as unbiased as any 
work performed at our own initiative.

However, it is important to remember, that expert 
advice can never be a substitute for public debate or 
political deliberation. It is not enough to make recom-
mendations to policymakers; the knowledge on which 
they are based must be presented and conveyed in a way 
the general public can understand. This encourages nec-
essary public debate on issues of relevance to society.

As the Leopoldina enters its new age the transition has 
been characterised by an increasingly influential role in 
offering science advice on issues of political and social 
relevance at the international level. 

In April, the secretariat of the European Academies 
Science Advisory Council was transferred to the 
Leopoldina from the UK’s Royal Society. EASAC was 
formed nine years ago by the national science academies 
of European Union member states to enable them to col-
laborate in providing science advice to policymakers 
in the European institutions. It has developed increas-
ing stature and impact and now has the critical mass to 
make a real difference advising on EU policy decisions.

The Leopoldina has greatly welcomed the growing 
role and responsibility inherent in becoming a modern 
national academy. Building on a long tradition of sup-
porting research, education and scientific debate, there 
is now an unparalleled opportunity to engage more 
widely with other academies, science bodies, multilat-
eral organisations and the policy community, in creating 
effective national and international relationships and in 
supporting improved public communication.
More to say? Email comment@ResearchResearch.com

Jörg Hacker is president of the Leopoldina.

World’s oldest science academy 
takes its place in Europe  

l e a r n e d  s o c i e t i e s   j ö r g  h a c k e r

Learned societies This is the third in 
a series of articles about the past and 
future of learned societies marking the 
350th anniversary of the Royal Society.
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Runaway ice-shield loss, ocean-current transitions, 
methane escape from permafrost—these are all tipping 
points in the physical realm. The processes that cause 
them are much discussed and reasonably well estab-
lished, even if their timing, duration, and extent remain 
conjecture. But any tipping points resulting from the 
effects of climate change on human affairs are less well 
understood, although alarmist scenarios such as the 
Stern report are entering public consciousness.

What is certain is that abrupt changes in human 
circumstances and institutions are catastrophically 
destabilising. As the recent financial crisis and ensu-
ing recession illustrate, such events can occur with 
alarming speed. Whereas physical tipping points result 
from changes happening during decades or more, soci-
etal changes may occur in years, sometimes almost 
overnight. So, it is supremely important to identify 
human-system tipping points, estimate their likely time 
scale, and plan to reverse, delay or mitigate the conse-
quences. Alternatively, we must provide safe enclaves 
for our continuing survival.  

I would like to comment on four salient and intricate-
ly interconnected areas at risk.

information and communicationS The globalisation of 
data creation and retrieval via electronic and satellite 
communication leaves the world vulnerable in the event 
of climate-change-induced interference. Breakdowns 
can immobilise transport  and news networks 
within hours, and massively disable other infrastruc-
tures—water, sewage, power, food stocks—within days. 
As shown by Hurricane Katrina’s impact on New Orleans 
in 2005, there is little spare capacity to palliate the 
immediate, drastic effects of such events. 

HealtH and Hygiene Infectious disease is the most 
likely and lethal cause of any future disaster. The Black 
Death, measles, smallpox and influenza have all caused 
population crashes that took years to reverse. Climate 
change and its environmental consequences would 
greatly increase the probability and spread of pandem-
ics. The world’s health infrastructure is ill equipped to 
respond to extreme and rapid change, including massive 
population relocation and inadequate or insecure water 
supplies. At the same time, it is likely that dislocations 
in agriculture and the food supply chain could lead to 
widespread famines.

cultural tradition and Heritage Relative stability over 
generations is required for the survival and wellbeing of 
most human communities. This is achieved by having 
stable political and legal institutions, by the transmis-

sion of collective memories, and by the conservation 
of our culture and artefacts. All these are at risk from 
climate change. Our civil institutions and collective 
memories would be damaged by any enforced exodus 
from traditional locales and livelihoods. Meanwhile, our 
material heritage is heavily concentrated in low-lying 
coastal and riverine lands that would be particularly vul-
nerable to environmental changes. 

tHe apocalypSe ZeitgeiSt Our ability to cope with an 
uncertain or potentially dire future does not depend 
solely on the stability of material and institutional 
legacies. Another important factor is the existence of 
mind-sets willing and able to envisage and plan for what 
may lie ahead. Climate change is only the latest of many 
threats to our survival—for many years, a similar shad-
ow was cast by the creation of the atomic bomb and its 
potentially toxic consequences. End-time prophecies, 
religious cults that engage in mass suicide, and suicidal 
terrorism are symptomatic of panic moods that set no 
store in an Earthly future. The history of these apocalyp-
tic movements shows that such despair can metastasise 
beyond the wilder fringes to infect society in general. 

Climate change denial is due less to panic than to our 
general inability to cope with seemingly long-term future 
change. This is coupled with intra-state feuding and a 
governmental and corporate unwillingness to reckon with 
the costs of inaction. Most people have never thought 
beyond one or two generations ahead, because they have 
had no need to. Only now are we aware that we must con-
sider not just generational but geological futures. 

Much of the scientific evidence that underpins our 
understanding of climate change is apparent to the 
untutored public only in immediately threatened locales 
like the Maldives, and is seemingly contradicted by local 
perturbations like the recent cold winter in Europe and 
North America. Moreover, the multiplicity of measures 
advanced to ameliorate or mitigate the threat, and the 
uncertain magnitude of the burdens they might impose, 
can breed confusion and indifference. It is relatively 
easy to imagine a concerted global endeavour to deflect 
a single Earth-bound asteroid. The manifold conse-
quences of climate change on our atmosphere, oceans, 
and land masses are less spectacular. But we need to 
learn that they are no less ominous.
More to say? Email comment@ResearchResearch.com

David Lowenthal is emeritus professor at the department 
of geography, University College London.

Consider the effect of climate 
change on human systems

d a v i d  l o w e n t h a l   v i e w  f r o m  t h e  t o p
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Do you need to know how the internal combustion 
engine works in order to drive a car? Must you under-
stand hardware technology before you can use some 
software? Do you require the skills of a chef to enjoy 
a meal? Most of us would surely think not. But do you 
need to know how research should be done before you 
can confidently make use of its findings? Some research-
ers seem to think so. For they argue that those of us that 
make use of research findings—I will call them practi-
tioners—need to develop ‘research literacy’. 

But researchers and practitioners, as the producers 
and consumers of research, have very different per-
spectives on what characterises good quality research. 
Researchers are rightly concerned with sources 
and methods—that’s what peer review focuses on. 
Practitioners want research that is available and rele-
vant to their particular purposes. These differences have 
many implications for research quality.

importance Because of its empirical basis and meth-
odological rigour, researchers tend to see research 
as a primary evidence source that is superior to, say, 
practical experience, personal belief or media stories. 
Whereas, for practitioners, research is just one among 
many evidence sources, the others cannot be ignored, 
but judgements may be made about their relative reli-
ability and relevance.

WHat matterS moSt Researchers are professionally 
committed to rigorous methods and that is why they 
conventionally tell their readers in detail about the 
methods they have adopted to address the research 
question before reporting their findings. Whereas for 
practitioners it is the findings they will use that are of 
greatest importance and they will generally assume 
that the researchers—as professionals—have done a 
competent job. Only if they have reservations about the 
findings, or someone else disputes them, will they take 

a close look at the methods.
aim Saying that researchers are 

searchers after truth (or even alter-
native truths) may be pitching it a 
little high, but I think that their aim 
is to create knowledge that has some 
absolute value. Whereas practitioners, 
putting research to use, are happy if 
the quality of research is sufficient and 
so fit for the purpose it serves, a rela-
tive value.

Quality aSSurance Researchers are 
strong believers in peer review, most 
evidently achieved through the edito-
rial practices of their journals. Whereas 
practitioners are more inclined to the 

method of quality assurance that most of us use in our 
everyday lives—the simple ‘Who says so?’ test. That is, 
they will take research on trust from authors or organi-
sations with a reputation for good work.

timing Practitioners want research results when 
needed, at a time determined by the exigencies of their 
practice. Researchers are disinclined—except when 
working under contract—to time the delivery of their 
research outputs in this way. For them, the research will 
take as long as it takes to do it right (usually with further 
time for peer review and publication) and the results, 
and their opinions based upon them, can only be made 
available when ready.

format The researchers’ conventional commitment 
is to disseminate their findings, usually by putting 
them into the public domain by publication in a journal 
or presentation at a conference and often in technical 
language. This way their results are made available, 
but practitioners may not find them very accessible—
especially if it is hard to locate the journal, attend the 
conference or decipher the language.

HoW communicated Generally, practitioners are not 
great readers as time pressures and the need for action 
will limit their opportunities. For them, new insights 
and ideas, are more often explored through discussion—
as the management dictum says, ‘If you’re not talking, 
you’re not working’—allowing question and answer, 
elaboration and interpretation. Whereas researchers 
are strongly drawn to communicating their research 
through writing, allowing them more precision, expan-
siveness and permanence. 

application Researchers will sometimes seek to make 
their results useful by referencing them to current state-
ments of policy or practice. But practitioners, with an 
understanding of the practical realities of policy and 
practice, may still need to interpret the research results 
to make them usable.

The concept of ‘research literacy’ might still have 
some value if it is recognised that the kinds and degrees 
of necessary literacy are not uniform but variable. In the 
National Literacy Strategy for schools, as it has devel-
oped over the last decade or more, there is recognition 
that we should no longer just be teaching standard 
English. Instead, we should be equipping children with 
the skills to deploy language appropriately for different 
purposes, like reading a newspaper, following a hand-
book, or writing a letter of complaint. 

Equally, the concept of ‘research literacy’ should 
embrace the diversity of applications for research.  
More to say? Email comment@ResearchResearch.com

Research literacy—who needs it?

v i e w  f r o m  t h e  t o p   w i l l i a m  s o l e s b u r y

‘Whereas, for 
practitioners, 
research 
is just one 
among many 
evidence 
sources, the 
others cannot 
be ignored.’ William Solesbury is a research management consultant.
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Dear Vince,
(Or should that be Dear David?)

Congratulations on getting the Liberal Democrats into 
government for the first time in 65 years.
(Commiserations on being stuck with a minority of seats.)

It’s just a shame 15 of your fellow MPs aren’t here to 
enjoy the fun.

(But at least you have got another 97 MPs.)
I predicted before the election the Lib Dems, and you 

personally, would take charge of the universities and 
it’s great to see that you have. Unfortunately, if you do 
want to create a ministry of growth, you’ll have to raid 
the budget for the Higher Education Funding Council 
for England and the research 
councils. Why did you give this 
to David?

(Rather foolishly before the 
election I suggested the Lib 
Dems might have some influence 
on the universities afterwards. 
Now I can see all the power is 
actually in your hands. If I were 
you, I wouldn’t tell Vince a thing. And if he tries to raid 
your budget, just tell him he’ll have to speak to Cameron.)

Vince, I know that you signed a pledge before the 
election not to raise tuition fees, and you’ve negotiated 
an opt-out on the vote, but don’t let that stop you now. 
The wonderful thing about a coalition is that you can 
abandon any pre-election promise and blame it on the 
need to compromise. Tell any sceptics to relax and enjoy 
the honeymoon. Birds are singing in the sunshine.

(There is no way, David, you are going to get back to 
where you should be, in the Cabinet proper, if you alien-
ate The Daily Mail over tuition fees. Browne is no Denning, 
and anyway he’s Mandelson’s creature and can’t be 
trusted not to shaft you. Keep your distance from the fees 
review, but stay close to Number 10. With luck, Cameron 
will decide he’s got too much other stuff on to try to bring 
in radical reform that could offend the middle classes.)

Tell the Lib Dems they need to re-think their over-
investment in students. Your map of target seats no 
longer has all those university wards on it, and Evan 
Harris is living proof that banging on about science is 
electoral death.

(You have no way of really implementing your policies 
on improving the student experience. Launch an initia-
tive, declare victory and move on.)

The budgets for HEFCE and the research councils are a 
different matter, Vince. They’ve already been heavily cut 
in advance by Labour. If you can’t protect them from fur-

ther cuts you really will lose the support of academics.
(Ditto. And watch out at the Royal Society tonight...)
Remember to remind the Treasury that we can’t 

rebalance the economy if we haven’t got any hi-tech 
ideas to rely on.

(Scientists are terrible suckers, David. Tell George that if 
he keeps them sweet by supporting the research councils, 
as Conservatives always have, he’ll have no trouble lifting 
the best part of a £1 billion a year out of the regional devel-
opment agencies’ research spending and tax incentives for 
R&D—enough to pay for cuts in corporation tax! BTW Now 
that you’ve been elected, you can forget about Dyson.)

As for the Research Assessment Exercise, just tell the 
funding councils to get on with it and they’ll quietly for-

get all that impact nonsense.
(You need to decide who you want to win the next RAE. 

Is it a) Oxbridge; b) The rest of the Russell Group; Or c) The 
others? If the answer is anything other than b), prepare 
for a loud but amateurish campaign against you. Once 
you’ve made your decision, it will be easy to get the fund-
ing councils to settle on a methodology that delivers the 
right result.)

When in Brussels, Vince, spend some time talking to 
the Finns and other European nations about how to use 
state intervention to stimulate a hi-tech economy.

(Framework 8 is the single biggest slice of money 
you’ll deal with. It’s also one of the keys to the UK nego-
tiating position on the next EU budget and can put you 
at the centre of events. Make sure it’s you rather than 
Vince that gets on the Eurostar to the Competitiveness 
Council meetings.) Ever Yours,

William
PS Labour had an instrumental view of science, Vince. 
You need to expand your coalition to include research-
ers. Be imaginative when anything gets into your red box 
headed “Evidence-Based Policy”, “Engagement”, “Science 
Advice”, “Libel” or the like.
(PS David, If you don’t want to end up like Evan Harris, ignore 
anything headed “Evidence-Based Policy”, “Engagement”, 
“Science Advice”, “Libel” or the like. And if you hear anyone 
making 1950s jokes along the lines of “Cable & Willetts—it’s 
all about communication”, have them shot.)

Thoughts on a letter 

w i l l i a m  c u l l e r n e  b o w n   a l l  t h i n g s  c o n s i d e r e d

‘To create a ministry of growth, you’ll have to raid  
the budget for the Higher Education Funding  

Council for England and the research councils.  
So why did you give this to David?’
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odd man out It seems that coalition politics have not 
been kind to Adam Afriyie. We spent last week waiting to 
see what job the former shadow science minister would 
get in the new administration, but to no avail. His col-
league David Willetts is doing the jobs of two former BIS 
ministers, Paul Drayson and David Lammy, and the need 
to include Lib Dems in the government has left Afriyie 
without even a parliamentary undersecretary position. 
Was it something he said?

riding tHe coat-tailS Science, though, seems to be 
a big winner in the coalition. Before the election, the 
Tories had given no hint that they would have their sci-
ence minister attend cabinet, as Paul Drayson did for 
Labour. Indeed, Adam Afriyie seemed to be softening 
up researchers for a disappointment by saying he didn’t 
think science ministers were any more effective when 
they were in cabinet [RF 21/4/10, p20]. But then David 
Willetts was given the science job, and a cabinet seat to 
boot. Though this may have less to do with the impor-
tance that David Cameron places on evidence-based 
policy than the need to accommodate a talented MP 
on the front bench while giving the Lib Dems their five 
allotted cabinet places. Still, let’s not look a gift horse 
in the mouth, and make sure that Willetts knows exactly 
what researchers’ concerns are while he has the PM’s ear.

Stating tHe obviouS The volcanic ash cloud is with us 
again, still disrupting travel plans as Research Fortnight 
goes to press. In our last issue we considered whether 
the disruption caused by Eyjafjallajökull could result 
in more research funding, and in Germany, this has 
definitely been the case. One of the more bizarre early 
warning systems under development uses octopuses, 
and their apparent ability to sense volcanic eruptions 
in advance. “Octopuses are among the most advanced 
sea creatures,” says the professor who runs the project. 
“But we found that in many ways they are astonishingly 
different from humans.” So we can add a sixth sense for 
seismic activity to the list of ways they differ from us—as 
well, that is, as having eight arms and living underwater.

SituationS vacant Who will chair the Commons science 
and technology select committee—assuming it survives 
in the new Parliament? Former chairman Phil Willis of 
the Lib Dems has retired. His predecessor Ian Gibson 
of Labour resigned from the Commons. Evan Harris was 
born for the role, but was ousted in the election. Julian 
Huppert (see News, page 4) is eminently qualified, but 
being a Commons fresher rules him out. The Lib Dems are 
fast running out of available MPs as the Tories line them 
up for yet more ministerial bag-carrier jobs. So a big 
name from the Labour party is not out of the question.
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